INTRODUCTION
This is the second paper dedicated to a detailed study of the infinite 3-group ?J= (74 r>, 1'3 = rr;3 = 1, y=(y, CT, 2-l) (a recursive definition to be explained later), which was introduced by the author and Narain Gupta in [2] as a group of automorphisms of an infinite regular tree F. As was shown in [4] , Y has the remarkable properties of containing a copy of every finite 3-group, and having all its proper quotients finite. The first paper [S] in this detailed study 99 dealt with the presentation problem. Here we study further aspects of its subgroup structure. Our prime objective though is to determine the group of automorphisms of 9. This task represents a large portion of our present paper.
The main results are as follows.
THEOREM THEOREM 2. For every g E '9, $Y9 (g) is finitely generated + g is conjugate to 1, 2, or z-l. Furthermore, the only finite conjugacy class of $9 is ( 1) . THEOREM 3. The automorphism group of 9, Am(%), is a (2, 3)-group. Indeed, Aut(9) = (9 x X) >a V" where Y' is an elementary abelian 3-group of infinite rank, and 3" is an elementary abelian group of order 4.
An outline of the proof of Theorem 3 is given in the introduction to Section 5.
GENERAL FACTS ABOUT Y AND 22

The Tree ,Y and Its Automorphisms
We adapt some of the material from [3] to the present situation. Let y. /(j :__j__j\_ A ii\ \\ 00 01 x2 10 11 12 20 21 22 be the infinite ternary tree having for its set of vertices the set J&' of finite sequences on 0, 1,2. Let C, be the permutation group on (0, 1,2} and define its generators 2 = (0, 1, 2), t = (0, 1).
The group Z, is embedded in & = Aut(F) by for.vE:C3,jE (0, 1,2},sE~zF y:js+y(j)s.
Given an automorphism CI E d, and a vertex s of F-, we may define an autormorphism like CI on the subtree headed by s and extend it to an automorphism of Y by fixing the vertices outside the subtree. We denote this new automorphism by the tree 5 with CI attached to the vertex S. We introduce the automorphism y by
For every natural number i, let sIJ denote the subgroup of d which fixes pointwise the ith-level vertices (that is, sequences of length i). Then to be the projection map on the ith coordinate. (i=O, 1,2).
(ii) r' = 3' x '$9' x 9'.
(iii) 9/rZCc,zC,.
(iv) Let CI E 9. Then there exists j:&Af+ {O, 1, 2) such that where the u's are elements of 9.
ProoJ: The group r is generated by Y=(Y,G5-1), y~T=(z-l,y,Lz), yr-i=(t?,z-l,y).
Also CYY", ?ol= (Cz-'9 r-'I, 1, 1).
With these observations, assertions (it(iv) can be obtained routinely.
Let o E &. Then
, o E r ifs there exist integers no, nl, n2 E (0, 1,2) and commutators co, cl, c2 E 97, such that this representation of w E r is unique.
ProoJ: This follows from the fact that w E r is a word in y, y", yxm' and from item (ii) of the previous proposition.
(i) w=(wo,
Wl, w,)~~*wow,w,E9J'(Y),
(ii) yy 'y" -' = (y, y, y) (mod F), (iii) y(l) = (y, y, y) E Y, (iv) w=(w,, WI, w,)Er*wIEB'<Y), (v) w = (cz?, z-, zn2) E r* no 5 n1 3 n2 = 0 (mod 3), (vi) 9' is generated by y(I), [z, y] module r'.
ProoJ: These facts are derived from 2.2.2. Observe that if for some u0 E 3, u = (uo, uowo, ~OWOWl) E r, then C 27, x-q = (w,, wl, wpw;y, wz = czt'.
By direct application of 2.2.2 the element CZ?' is such a vo.
(ii) By 2.2.3(vi), u'= (y'-l;yl, y'+l&', y',y') (modulo r).
Thus, WY=(Y~~I+lS~/,y~+l~~~l+l,y~,~--I~') (modulo T').
By straightforward considerations in g/F ( z C, < C,), (WI!)' = 1 (mod F') implies the following system of congruences hold modulo 3:
i-j+1 or jz0 i+j or -j+l=O i or -j-1 r0.
The conclusion follows by analyzing the different possibilities.
(Length functions; see [a]
). To the natural epimorphism
there is associated a syllable length e which satisfies (i) g=wa, with WET, *L(g3)<f(g), (ii) g=w=(wo, wl, w2) * t(wi) < f(w) (i= 0, $2) unless possibly for WE (Y"> u <YhXYh') u (YhXYh'XYh) for some h, h' E (Z ).
59 is a 3-group.
Proof: Follows by induction on t(g); or see [2] .
2.2.8 (see [4] ).
(i) 9 contains a copy of every finite 3-group.
(ii) Every proper quotient of 9 is finite; in particular, Z(g) = 1. Let '$ be the pointwise stabilizer in 9 of the ith-level vertices of Y (that is 9,=9n~) for i>O. Then, %+1GX%X4=4+1, 3 3 and thus, if X3 g, is a subgroup of 9, then gI+ r = X3 gZ. We note also that the derived group 9: is a subgroup of $::, r ; so, Clearly,
Let w E 4. Then, as r' < 'SZ;, we find that w Es (y(l))" (mod P)
for some integer n. Hence $=P.
(y"'). [Y*: 93-J = 34.
The other numerical results in Theorem 1, as announced in the introdue tion, follow by simple induction.
3.2. Centralizers 3.2.1. S%&(Z) =Diagonal (X, Y'(y))@ (z) and is JiniteZy generated. Also, the conjwgacy class of z in $9 is infinite.
Proof. First, we observe that w=(w,, w,, W,)E(e,(z)ow,= w1=w*, and then apply 2.2.2 to reach the desired conclusion.
(ii) V9 (y) is not finitely generated. Also, the conjugacy class of y in 9 is infinite. Thus, an element of (~~,(r)x~~,(~)x(e,,(~))O<Y). The rest of the assertions are easy consequences.
(i)
A subgroup K of, 9' is finitely generated iff Kn r is finitely generated.
(ii) A subgroup K of r is finitely generated iff zi(K) is jkitely generated (i = 0, 1, 2).
We recall the statement of Theorem 2: Vg E 9, 65$(g) is finitely generated eg is conjugate to some power of Z. Furthermore, the only finite conjugacy class of 59 is { 1 }.
Proof of Theorem 2. ( + ) Obvious.
( * ) Clearly, as g9 (g) is finitely generated, so is gr( g). We will proceed by induction on 8(g), and we may assume 8(g) > 1 (by 3.2.1 and 3.2.2).
(i) Suppose g = UZ, where u = (u,, ur, u2) E l7 Then, by direct calculation.
Thus, w E Q?J g) implies w = (wo, w;;o, w1;ou'), two, wo, wo)eC WoE3'<Y). We conclude from this case that for iS 0 (mod 3), '&(("c') is not finitely generated.
(ii) Suppose g = (uO. ul, z+)EI: Denote &(u,) by %Y, (i=O, 1, 2). Since [9: 9'1~ co, we have We conclude from 2.2.3 item (v),
and thus g= 1.
As for the second conclusion of the theorem, let g EY be a representative of a finite conjugacy class. Then, cs: ~9k)l-c a, and thus q9 (g) is finitely generated.
Hence, we may assume ge (z). By 3.2.1, g = 1.
The Derived Group 9'
Our aim is to prove that 9' cannot be decomposed as a direct sum of two nontrivial subgroups; or simply, 9' is an indecomposable group. First, we prove a Krull-Schmidt property.
3.3.1. Let A be a finitely generated infinite periodic group having all its proper quotients finite. Then, we will write f (q) forf, and call it the q-sum frequency of v. If for a given q, the set of q-sum marks is empty, we will write f(q) = 0. The following remarks are easy to verify: extend to automorphisms of '9, and generate ;", an elementary abelian group of order 4.
Proof. It suffices to show that the zi's extend to endomorphisms; this will be done simultaneously for all the r,'s. 
Aut(9)
The fact that has strong implications for Aut(9). For instance, let CJ E N& (9), and suppose that rs induces the trivial automorphism on 9/g'. Then, o"'=(o,o,cJ)Ed also normalizes 9 and induces the trivial automorphism on g/I"; this is so, because a(') commutes with zz and CL 0 (l)] = ([y, 01, 1, 1) E 9' x 1 x 1.
Thus, on defining z(l) = (z, z, z), z(I+ 1) = (,&c(i), ,$), ,W) for i> 1, element of d, we find that they form a basis for an elementary abelian 3-group X which normalizes 99. We will show later that 9nn=1, ~=9M",<Aut(9), and that the action of V on X is given by
Our candidate for Aut(9) is 9.v.
The proof requires many steps. To given an outline, we introduce further notation:
(i) %=C Aut(Yj(9?/!9') is the kernel of the natural map from Aut(9) into Aut(??/Y),
(ii) Aut,,(%?) is the group of automorphisms of % induced from autormorphisms of F-, and 97, = % n Aut, (9) (iii) Yco)=9, +?(')=9('P1)~ (LC) for i>l, 9*=U~09('). The following notation will be necessary: for L&ad, where a = (al, al, al), write a = a{'), inductively, if ai = a!$ 1, write a = ai'+ii'.
5.1.
The following lemmas will describe the induced action of Aut (9) Proof. As r is a characteristic subgroup of 9, then so is r'. Thus, every automorphism of 9 induces an autormorphism of a/r ( 1: C, 2 C,).
Since 3 admits the automorphisms zl, z2 corresponding to t,, t,, the proof is completed by applying 5.1.1. ProoJ: This is a direct consequence of the previous two lemmas.
Aut, (9)
The main purpose here is to show that 5.2.1. C,,(Y)= 1 (i.e., N,('S')=Aut,('S)).
ProoJ Recall that a general element from ~4 has the form where (z, J) s ,Z', . Let G E C,, (9). Then, a commutes with Z, and thus with n: modulo -02;. Hence, j = 0. As ( aO, aal, a2) commutes with Z, we have
On conjugating y by aa, and equating the result to y, we obtain three equations which lead to i = 0; that is, Clearly, and, CG Yl = 13 C%l, Yl = C%, zl = 1, By repeating the above argument, we conclude that LZE (-) d=l. G= (q, a,, a,) ~&. Then, k E Aut,,(g) * ao, a,, n2 E Am,(Y).
Proof: This follows from the fact that I' is a characteristic subgroup of 8, and that each a, induces an autormorphism on nj(T) = 9. Recall the definition of 3, 9'. 5.2.5. 5 is an elementary abelian 3-group, generated freely by f z"'li >, 1 >, is a subgroup of V,, , and 9 n !X = 1. Furthermore, V normalizes 2" as follows:
(,p))r2 = zc(2G (i> 1).
ProoJ: The frist two assertions are easily checked. The third, 9 n X = 1, follows from 2.2.3 item (iv).
To determine the action of r1 on s(l) we consider: BrooJ This is a direct application of 5.2.6.
Recall the definitions of ~9~~) and 9*. As y(l)= (y, y, y) E I', and z(r)= (z, Z, Z) E 9(~("), it follows that gE9k-g('k9&7d1)).
Also, for k 3 1, gEqx(l) )...) x("))*g('k~(x(') )...) x(n+l)).
We will prove by induction on n that N,c.,('Z?) = F?(xcl) ,..., xc")).
Let n = 1. We may work modulo F. Let But then by 5.2.6, w'= (1, yko, y-ko)Er(LZ:l).
Suppose our assertion is true for some 12 > 1, and let w'= (w,, w,, W,)E@"") normalize 3. Then, w normalizes r, and consequently, for i=O, 1, 2.
w, E 9") normalizes x,(r) ( = 9) Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, for some cb, c; E 9'.
ProoJ: As czz-l = (~-l)~ for some hE9, and as h(')EC!?(z(')), we have fi(h('))-': y -+ (cby, c;m, z-') for some cb, c; E 9'. Now, we assert that aal: y -+ cy, z --f z extends to an automorphism of 9. Let w(z,, z2) be a word such that w(y, Z) = 1. Then, by the isomorphism between 9 and (y, z(l)), see 5 Hence, a' extends to an endomorphism of 9. Since n' is an endomorphism. Finally, let w(L~, zz ) be a word such that w(y"', z"') = w(cy, Z) = Then, w(y, .z"')" = (1, w(z, z), w(6-1z))Er(z~1)). Thus, a = i.
5.4.
In this section, we will prove %?=4?=9?.!r.
5.4.1. Let LA E V such that a: y + yg, z-+z for some g E 9. Then, a is induced by conjugation by an element from Q&(Z). Uniqueness is easy to prove. We note that (1, go, ho)E@').
GT? = 9.
ProoJ: Given a E V, we find for all i B 1, ai E %Y, g,, h, E 9, ki 2 0, such that ao= (aal, al, e)(L go, ho) xko, Since y = (y1, x:alm, ,-a'ho) xko has finite depth d30, 
